
 

Date Thursday May9th 2019

WHO Example

Yi age of deathof individual
covariates Location USUKCanada

Typeof smoking cigarslpipes cigarettes

Demographic info
AII Determine whether smoking leads to

an earlier death

Correlation vs causation
Withoutcontrol over allocation of experimentalunits
we can no longer can directly obtain causal effects
Could try running a regression of Yi on covariates
bat results only represent correlation not causation

Matching general idea compare treated us not treated
smoking vs not on individuals
that are similar according to their
covariate information
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Matchingpartitionsgroups of individuals baledon
shared characteristics not the metric of interestnor response



y response age of death of individual i
if they smoked

yi response age of death of individual i
id not smokeif they di

we onlyseeone of these Theotherhiddenresponseis
a counterfactual

Si gil yi0 effect on individual i of smoking

Overall point we cannever lever in experimentation calculate
individual level effects
Conterfactuals prevent us fromdoingSO
we canhowever calculate average
treatment effects over a population

8 IE Y yo J IE 42 lE YO

To calculate 8 w experimentation we
randomly allocate individuals to treatment
and controlwhile controlling for possible
confounding variables

grouping units according to similar
same factor level

f In observational data treatedunits
have no commonfactorlevels guaranteed
Treatment4 control groups may haewidely variablecharacteristics

hatching can approximately take care of confounding variables
andmimic the homogeneity of groups from experimentation



ExactMatching

Identify groups whose covariates X are exactly
thesame
Ensure that at least one treated are nontreated
are ineach group

Ji i
i Treated
K o Not treatede

E o O x

EI no i o Distance are basedon
B o covariateSimilarity
or
a
O K L2 for each identify two

closest 0s

propensityscore matching
Most commonlyused form of matching
Defined as propensity from logistic
regressionof Di on Xi
EX Di smoker or not

Xi covariate otherthan Dd y
Twosteps
1 Calculate Mi p Di I 1Xi fromlogistic regression ofDonX
2 Clutter intofive groupsusing Kmeans or use a neighborhood
matching approach


